Open letter with reference to answer to Andrew Moshanov Email to BSF President
seen below
1) You forgot to mention that Colin Carrott was present at the meeting in London what
was discussed through you as interpreter was the requirements for the British Sombo
Federation
2) I was not acting President I was President, it was agreed to have a draft proposal
which was discussed by the BSF EC but we could not take any further as
communication had broken down with yourself.
3) Yes I have accused the President but mainly FIAS in general for not replying to
emails many of the questions were about the legitimize of your position and what
function you had plus the Commonwealth Sambo Association recognition by FIAS
instigated by yourself. If my questions had been answered there would not have been
any conflict. You may consider that it is not for myself or the BSF to question FIAS, but
that is not the British way of doing things. All my complaints to FIAS were done with the
permission of the BSF EC
4) Yes we the British Sombo Federation not me personally received financial aid for
accommodation for the Europeans but I was led to believe this was from the Russian
Sambo Federation and I have to say the European Championships in Russia was one
of the best events in FIAS history a very friendly event was you there? World
Championships in in 2012 accommodation was paid for by FIAS but once again the
money was given to the British Sombo Federation not me personally I do not remember
your involvement in this transaction although I do believe you arranged for one member
of the team to attend. Since 1986 this is the only financial help we have had from FIAS
which is a positive step fro FIAS and Mr Shestokov but I have remarked that rather then
spend money on your salary and World Wide Travel that money should go to supporting
countries who do not receive any Financial support
5) Can you specifically detail when I used racist terms or referred to Hitler on any of
my Sombo sites???
6) You say I called Mr. Shestokov and Lord Reading “Rich Guys playing” maybe you
can direct me to where I printed this and if I did what is derogatory about that
statement?
7)

Where did I say Mr. Shestokov is a Dictator?

8) My letter to various bodies about you being a rogue Coach is totally factual name
one part of that letter I sent on behalf of the BSF I believe in April 2012, that is not true!
9) 20 years long before you even were involved in Sambo I attended a FIAS
Congress, which led to, a split in FIAS with one group led by Josh Henson who I sided
with and still think he was the legitimate President and another Group led by Mr.
Tichomirov. I wrote an article about the situation at the time of this incident which you
have so kindly reminded me off and I hope the reader will take time to read the article
http://combatsombo.pwp.blueyonder.co.uk/who_runs_international_sombo.htm
obviously as someone who has only been involved with FIAS since November 2011,I
will enlighten you that when David Rudman became FIAS President he re-united
International Sambo and its progress is down to him
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10) As for your assumption that you can dictate to the BSF who should be or who can
attend a meeting you are sadly mistaken you have no say in the matter once again you
just do not understand how democratically run organisation works. The BSF has given
permission for Robin and Russell to attend a meeting with you he will report back to the
BSF EC a meeting I shall Chair and we will discuss what was said at length
11) As for you to demand that an article is removed is preposterous, sadly history
cannot be changed just to suit your own personal endeavors.
12) The President and Chairman have the authority to contact FIAS

The main problem you have Mr. Moshanov is that you never check your facts instead of
producing evidence you spout of accusations, which in most cases are unfounded.
Although there are question still answered by Mr. Shestokov and FIAS Council I am
sure none of them would condone your behavior as your actions are doing more to
damage FIAS then bring harmony
Yours truly,
Martin Clarke
Chairman BSF
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